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Billy bets his friends he can eat 15 worms 
in 15 days, and has to go through with it.

Topics: Animals, Worms; Behaviour, 
Friendship; Community Life, 
School; Humour/Funny, Funny

Main Characters
Alan Phelps    a friend of Billy who bets 

Billy fifty dollars that he cannot eat fifteen 
worms; he resorts to cheating when he 
thinks Billy might win

Billy Forrester    a stubborn boy who cannot 
pass up a dare; he accepts Alan's 
challenge to eat fifteen worms so he can 
buy a minibike

Dr McGrath    the doctor who tells Billy's 
parents that eating worms will not hurt 
Billy

Helen Forrester    Billy's fair-minded 
mother, who makes sure Billy eats his 
worms while Alan and Joe are away, after 
she verifies that eating worms is safe

John Forrester    Billy's father, who calls the 
bet off when Alan and Joe consider 
putting Billy in a cistern to stop Billy from 
eating the last worm

Joseph O'Hara (Joe)    Alan's ally, who 
helps Alan cheat to stop Billy from winning 
the bet

Mr O'Hara    Joe's father, who tries to get 
the boys to stop fighting

Mr Phelps    Alan's father, who encourages 
the boys to stop fighting

Pete Grout    Tom's younger brother, who 
brings Billy the last worm

Thomas Grout (Tom)    Billy's ally in the bet; 
he helps Billy meet Alan's challenge by 
cooking the worms and encouraging Billy 
to eat

Vocabulary
cistern    a large tank used to store water

defraud    to cheat or fool

discernible    noticeable

gaggle    a group, a flock of geese

pelt    to hit or to throw at

recoil    to flinch or cringe away from 
something

Synopsis

When Billy's friend Tom is punished for 
refusing to eat dinner, Billy boasts that he 
would eat almost anything. Sceptical, Billy's 
friend Alan bets Billy fifty dollars that Billy 
cannot eat fifteen worms. Billy agrees to 
eat a worm a day for fifteen days because 
he wants the money to buy a minibike. 
Another friend, Joe, sides with Alan in the 
bet, while Tom sides with Billy. Alan and 
Joe search for a suitable worm, and Tom 
accompanies them on Billy's behalf to 
ensure that they play fair. Tom insists that 
the boys pass up worms from the manure 
pile, but he agrees to a large night crawler.
 
Back in the barn, Billy prepares to eat the 
worm. When the boys show him the huge 
night crawler, Billy complains. Tom helps by 
smothering the worm with condiments. Billy 
finally swallows it and teases the boys by 
pretending the worm has made him crazy. 
Frightened, Alan and Joe run.
 
After Billy eats the worm, Alan worries that 
his father will be angry if he loses the bet. 
When Tom fries the worms and tells Billy to 
"think fish" to make the worm eating easier, 
Alan fears he will lose the bet, so he and 
Joe decide to resort to a devious strategy 
to make Billy surrender. While Billy is 
eating the fourth worm, Alan and Joe feign 
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concern. Billy asks why, and Joe says that 
his mother fainted when she thought Joe 
ate a worm, implying that worm eating is 
dangerous. Billy is worried. Before he eats 
the fifth worm, Billy becomes annoyed by 
Tom's nagging, so he insists that Tom eat a 
worm to prove they are harmless, but Tom 
runs.
 
That night Billy dreams about eating worms 
and wakes up with a stomach-ache. He 
wakes his parents, and his mother is so 
upset when Billy tells her that he has been 
eating worms that she demands Billy's 
father call the doctor. Billy's father is 
unconcerned, but he finally calls Poison 
Control. Billy overhears his father 
confirming that the worms are harmless.
 
The next three worms go down easily, but 
when Alan and Joe serve the ninth worm, 
Billy is stunned by its huge size. 
Suspicious, he scrapes away the breading 
of the fried worm to reveal two worms glued 
together. Billy is outraged that Alan and Joe 
have cheated, and the boys argue.
 
The following day, Joe and Alan come to 
Billy's house to ask Billy's mother to witness 
Billy eating his worms while they are away. 
After checking again with the doctor to 
make sure worms are safe to eat, Billy's 
mother agrees. She even uses her cooking 
skills to make the next two worms into tasty 
treats.
 
When Billy has eaten twelve worms, Alan 
and Joe try to trick him by taking him to a 
ballgame. They fill him up with food and 
keep him out late. It is almost midnight 
before Billy realises that he has not eaten 
his worm. He rushes to Tom's house and 
together they find a worm. Tom wakes up 
the neighbourhood to witness Billy eating 
the thirteenth worm. The following morning, 
Joe and Alan must apologise to the 
neighbourhood for tricking Billy and forcing 
him to disturb everyone.

 
When the four boys see each other again, 
they get into a fight. The fathers of Joe and 
Alan make the boys settle their differences. 
However, Billy soon receives a letter 
supposedly from his doctor claiming that 
worms secrete poison during the summer 
months. Terrified, Billy takes the letter to his 
father, who proves the letter is phoney. Billy 
eats the fourteenth worm.
 
The next day, Billy eats what he thinks is 
the fifteenth worm. He is gloating when he 
suddenly realises that he is burping beans. 
Outraged, he confronts Alan and Joe, who 
deny the fifteenth worm was made of 
beans. When Billy insists on eating another 
worm just to be sure, Alan shuts him in a 
closet and tries to talk Joe into putting Billy 
in the cistern to stop him from finding and 
eating the final worm. Billy's father arrives 
just as Alan is opening the cistern. Furious, 
he sends Alan and Joe home and sends 
Billy to his room before he can eat the last 
worm. When Tom finds out what has 
happened, he sends his little brother Pete 
to throw a string up to Billy. Billy pulls up 
the string, which is attached to a basket 
holding a worm. Billy eats the last worm 
and wins.
 
A few weeks later, Billy takes his minibike 
along on a picnic with his friends. Alan, 
however, is still working off the bet at his 
father's shope, and Billy continues to eat 
worms because he now enjoys the taste.

Open-Ended Questions

Use these open-ended questions as the 
basis for class discussions, student 
presentations, or extended writing 
assignments.
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Initial Understanding
Why does Billy have a nightmare about 
monster worms?

Joe tells a story about his mother fainting 
because she thought Joe was eating 
worms. The implication of his story is that 
eating worms is so dangerous that Joe's 
parents would not even tell him what 
happened to people who ate worms. Billy is 
very upset by this story and begins to 
wonder if the worms are going to hurt him. 
Eventually, he has a horrible dream about 
the worms and finally goes to his parents 
with his problem.

Literary Analysis
What kind of reputation does Joe have with 
his friends?

Joe is known for his willingness to do 
anything to win. He is also known for his 
stubbornness. After the boys get in trouble 
for fighting, Billy notes that Alan might give 
up, but Joe definitely will not. Tom remarks 
that Joe really has nothing at stake in the 
bet, but he does not argue when Billy 
asserts that Joe will probably do something 
to keep Billy from winning, even though Joe 
had publicly stated that Billy is the apparent 
winner.

Inferential Comprehension
How does the relationship among the four 
boys change over the course of this story?

In the beginning there is a little antagonism 
between Alan and Billy, but it is nothing 
significant. Tom is somewhat neutral at first. 
He wants the boys to play fair, but he also 
gets some enjoyment out of the idea of Billy 
having to eat a disgusting worm. Joe and 
Alan quickly form a solid alliance that not 
only ends up forcing Tom to side strongly 
with Billy but also changes the bet into an 
ugly war with open hostility between the 
two sides. Towards the end of the story, 
Joe becomes uneasy with the level this 
hostility has reached. He does not really 
want to help Alan shove Billy in the cistern, 
and he claims to have known nothing about 
Alan's plan to make a fake worm. The boys 
initially go from being good friends to 
enemies. But by the end of the story, the 
boys resolve their differences and return to 
being good friends.

Constructing Meaning
What is the main idea of the chapter 
entitled "Epilogue"?

Even though Billy has won the bet and no 
longer has to eat any more worms, eating 
the worms for an extended period has 
made Billy acquire a taste for them. This 
shows that opinions about what is 
disgusting are formed more by 
preconceptions than by reality. Billy finds 
that worms actually taste good; the real 
obstacle was his attitude towards them.

Teachable Skills

Responding to Literature:  Billy accepts 
Alan's bet even though he does not really 
want to eat the worms. Have the pupils 
write about a time when someone dared 
them to do something that they were not 
sure they wanted to do. If they accepted 
the challenge, have them write about what 
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happened. If they refused, then have 
them write about why they did not take the 
challenge.

Recognizing Detail:  Billy's mother tries to 
make eating the worms easier for him by 
creating tasty recipes for the worms. Have 
the pupils try to invent their own worm 
recipes. Have them share their recipes 
and discuss whether they would actually 
consider tasting any of the class's 
inventions.

Recognizing Plot:  As the contest 
continues, the problem changes from 
whether Billy can force himself to eat the 
worms to whether Joe and Alan can keep 
Billy from eating the worms. Have the 
pupils create a poster that identifies four 
or five events important to this shift in the 
plot. The pupils can illustrate these events 
and then explain why the events are 
important to the plot.

Identifying Persuasive Language:  Joe 
and Alan attempt to fool Billy by writing a 
letter from Dr McGrath, but Billy's father 
immediately knows the letter is a fake. 
Have the pupils carefully review the letter 
to identify spelling and grammar errors, as 
well as errors in fact, that help identify the 
letter as a phoney.
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